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List of Tables   Table 1 Result from q, 9 Table 2 Result from q 2 9 Table 3 Result from q 3 9 information at the higher level, namely, our search engine, like other search engines on the Web, is designed to find desired documents and images. However, our search engine supports the specification of more precise conditions than regular search engines. W3QL [3] is an SQLlike query language designed for W3QS. Its emphasis is more on utilizing Unix utilities and supporting dynamic view maintenance. No database tables are utilized by W3QL. The work that is closest to our work is WebSQL [4] which also uses database tables to support the specification of queries. In fact, the information in the tables used in WebSQL is nearly identical to that in two of our three database tables. The main difference between WebSQL and WebSSQL is that the latter supports similarity-based retrieval while the former does not. This is also a major difference between W3QL and WebSSQL. As a result, our search engine can rank retrieved documents (or images) based on how well they match the user query while WebSQL and W3QL cannot. Other differences between WebSQL and WebSSQL are (1) WebSQL uses only virtual tables while our tables are real tables populated by our indexer; (2) WebSQL distinguishes local and remote documents and uses the distinction to improve query evaluation while we have only local documents; (3) WebSSQL treats images as an important type of data while WebSQL does not. WebSQL has a formal query semantics. Providing a formal semantics for WebSSQL queries is research we are currently undertaking. Document processing also is an important research area, where several techniques have been developed for separating text-paragraphs from images and drawings [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, the reconstruction of a new document using a number of different documents on the same subject is still an open and challenging problem that requires further study. Thus, the second part of this report contributes to the effort of reconstructing new documents from a group of old ones by removing the existing redundant information. In particular, we present a methodology that removes redundant information (images, text paragraphs) from retrieved multimedia documents. Each document consists of two main parts stored in different DBs. The first part of a document represents text paragraphs, the second part consists of the images and drawings related with the text paragraphs. The information reduction methodology examines first the text paragraphs of each document related with a specific topic, and removes the redundant information, such as same or similar paragraphs, by keeping pointers useful for future reconstruction of the original documents. The remaining text paragraphs and the set of pointers are used to compose the first version of a new document. The methodology also examines all the images related with the set of original documents and removes the same or similar images while keeping pointers that could assist a future reconstruction of the original documents. At this point, the methodology merges text-paragraphs and images and creates the first synthesis of the new document.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe how data is prepared for our search engine. In Section 3, we present WebSSQL. Both the syntax and semantics of WebSSQL will be informally discussed. In section 4, we present an approach for evaluating WebSSQL queries. Section 5 presents the IRR scheme. Section 6 describes the redundancy removal scheme and the report's conclusion and discussion are presented in Section 7.
Data Preparation
The indexer component of the search engine first fetches a collection of web pages and images from the Web. For each web page fetched, the following information is obtained (most are provided by the HTTP protocol):
file_id: the id number of the web page; it is generated by the indexer. • description: the description of the contents of the image. It is typically a short paragraph. There are a number of ways to obtain the description for an image. Some images already have associated descriptions. We can also apply sophisticated image understanding techniques to achieve this. Since the current emphasis of the project is on the query language and related processing techniques, the description is provided manually in our current implementation.
Again, we want to store the above information in a table, Images, in a relational database with one row in the table corresponding to one image. Since each image may have multiple colors, the color information should be stored in a separate table to be fully utilized when only first normal form (INF) tables are allowed. Our current implementation simplified this by keeping only the main colors as a single character string and omitting the percentages. For example, with the simplification, (red, 40; blue, 30; green, 30) becomes "red blue green". Consequently, only the "like" operator is supported in our current WebSSQL. For instance, condition "color like '%red%'" is used to find images that have red as one of the main colors, where the percentage sign % is a wild card matching zero or more characters in SQL. Another table, ChildURLs, that keeps track of the link relationships between fetched web pages and images is also created and stored in the database. Each row in this table has two URLs (url, child_url), indicating that there is a link from the web page identified by "url" to the web page or image identified by "child_uri". Typically, when child_url is the URL of an image, the image will be displayed in the web page identified by the corresponding url in the same row.
The fetched web pages are indexed based on the terms in them as in traditional information retrieval [9] . Conceptually, each web page will be represented as a vector of weights (wi, w 2 , ..., w k ), where Wj is the weight or significance of the ith term in representing the contents of the web page. Usually, non-content words such as "the", "of, etc. are excluded from consideration (i.e., they are not considered as "terms"). The weight of a term usually depends on the number of occurrences of the term in the web page (relative to the total number of occurrences of all terms in the page) [8, 10] . It may also depend on the number of pages having the term relative to the total number of pages that are fetched. In order to facilitate efficient query processing, an inverted file index is typically created. For a given term, such an index can be used to find the weights of those documents containing the term quickly.
WebSSQL
In this section, we present an SQL-like query language called WebSSQL (Web and Similarity based SQL). WebSSQL has a basic four-clause structure. The select clause indicates what are to be retrieved. Based on our objective, either web pages or images can be selected. The from clause lists the database tables that are to be involved in the query. As a requirement, if web pages are to be searched, then the table Webpages must be in the from clause. Similarly, if images are to be retrieved, then the table Images must be in the from clause. The main novel feature of WebSSQL is its where clause which specifies the conditions to be satisified (in terms of similarity) by returned web pages (or images). More detail about this clause will be provided shortly. The fourth clause indicates the maximum number of results (web pages or images) that are to be returned. For a large search engine, a large number web pages may satisfy a query to some extent (i.e., has a positive similarity). The user may choose to retrieve only the desired number of top ranked web pages (or images). A default number for results can be used.
The where clause of WebSSQL may contain up to three types of conditions as explained below: 1. Conditions on structured data. This includes conditions on all attributes in tables Webpages and ChildURLs, and all attributes in table Images except the description attribute. In addition, for the color attribute of Images, the operator is restricted to only "like" -the SQL substring matching operator. 2. Condition on text. The only text operator that is supported in the current WebSSQL is the similar_to operator. This operator computes the similarity between "a text query" and each web page using a similarity function to be described shortly. Boolean conditions can be supported easily. Note that most search engines on the Web support condition on text only.
3 Condition on the description attribute of Images. Again, similar_to is the only operator allowed in our current implementation. In this case, this operator computes the similarity between "a user description of an image" and the description of each image.
For each web page and image, the evaluation of each type of conditions will result in a similarity between 0 and 1. In particular, for a given web page, the evaluation of the conditions on structured data will result in a similarity of 0 if the web page does not satisfy the conditions, or 1 if the web page satisfies the conditions; the evaluation of any condition on text will also result in a similarity between 0 and 1. The same is true for each image, except that the condition on text will be replaced by condition on the description attribute.
The similarity function for both text and the description attribute is the normalized dot product^ function (or Cosine function as known in the information retrieval community [8, 10] ). Let p -(wi w 2 w") be the vector representation of a web page (or the description of an image), where w ; is the weight of term t ; and n is the number of distinct terms in all web pages (or image descriptions). Let q = (q lt q 2 , .... q n ) be the vector representation of a query against the web page text (or an image description), where qj is the weight (typically the frequency) of term ti in the query. Then the similarity between p and q is defined to be: £ w, * q,
a vector where |p| and |q| represent the norms of the vectors p and q, respectively. The norm of (xi, x 2 ,..., x n ) is the square root of (xi + ... + x" ).
A query for retrieving images may contain conditions on structured data (i.e., all fields in Images except the description field) and a condition on the description field. For a given image i and a given query q against i, if the similarity due to evaluating the conditions on structured data is si and the similarity due to evaluating the condition on the description field is s 2 , then the final similarity between i and q is defined to be:
Note that using the minimum function to combine the similarities is only one of several .possibilities. Other possibilities will be explored in the near future. If one type of condition is absent in a query, the corresponding similarity of any image with respect to this type of condition can be considered to be 1. In the above discussion, if there was no condition on structured data, then si = 1 would be used. This is consistent with intuition.
A query for retrieving web pages may contain up to three types of conditions as mentioned earlier The similarity between a web page p and a query q is determined as follows. Suppose si is the similarity due to evaluating the conditions on structured data (the similarity will be either 1 or 0 depending on whether or not the conditions are satisfied) and S2 is the similarity due to the condition on the text. Notice that a web page may contain zero or more images. Suppose the images contained in p are ii,..., ik-Suppose further that the similarities between the image ij and (the related portion of) the query is:
That is, s 3 is the similarity between the query (the portion concerning the image data) and the best matching image in web page p. Finally, the final similarity between the web page p and the query q is defined to be:
The web pages (their links) in the output will be listed in descending order of similarities with respect to the query and subject to the number of desired results. Only web pages with positive similarities will be displayed. Again, if any one of the three types of conditions is absent in a query, then the corresponding similarity (i.e., Si, S2or S3) will be considered to be 1.
We use the following example to illustrate the syntax and semantics of WebSSQL queries. 
Query Processing
Each user query will be processed in three steps. First, the query will be decomposed into a number of subqueries. Second, the subqueries will be processed in a certain efficient way. Finally, the results of the subqueries will be assembled to produce the final result. These three steps are described below.
Query Decomposition
When a user query is received, it will first be decomposed by a query decomposition algorithm. Consider a query q for retrieving web pages (for queries for retrieving images, the discussion will be similar and simpler). In general, q could be decomposed into up to three subqueries, qi, q 2 , and q3 depending on the number of different types of conditions involved. Subquery qi will be a standard SQL query against the tables in the relational database (i.e., Webpages, ChildURLs and Images, except the description field of Images). This subquery will be generated only when some data stored in the three database tables are referenced in q. Subquery q 2 will be a query against the text documents and will be generated only when the "text similar_to" condition appears in the where clause of q. Finally, subquery q 3 will be a query against the description field of the Images table and will be generated only when the "Images.description similarjo" condition is present in the where clause of q. In addition, if "text similar_to" is in q, then Webpages.file_id will be added to the select clause of qi. This is to enable the matching of web page records in Webpages and their corresponding text indexes. If "Images.description similarjo" is present in q, then Images.image_id and Images.description will be added to the select clause of qi. The former is used to determine which images appear in which web pages and the latter is to retrieve the descriptions of appropriate images to feed into the subquery q3.
Subquery Processing
We consider only the case when a user query q has been decomposed into three subqueries qi, q 2 and q 3 (see above) as other cases are simpler. Subqueries qi and q 2 can be processed in any order or in parallel. However, based on the above decomposition algorithm, q 3 should be evaluated after qi is processed because q 3 needs the data (i.e., Images.description) from the result of qi.
The processing of ql is done by the employed relational database system. After qi is processed, a set of quadruplets (Webpages.url, Webpages.file_id, Images.image_id, Images.description) will be obtained. For each quadruplet, a triplet (Webpages.url, Webpages.file_id, Images.image_id) will be extracted and the set of triplets will be used by the next step for assembling the final result. The fourth component of each quadruplet (i.e., Images.description) will be extracted and be used by subquery q3.
Subquery q2 is a query against a collection of web pages. This is exactly the kind of query seen in most search engines and in traditional document retrieval systems [8] . The standard approach for evaluating such a query is to use the inverted file index for the document collection [8, 10] . The result of evaluating q2 is a set of pairs (Webpages.file_id, similarity), where similarity > 0 is the similarity of the web page identified by the file id with the query (the description following "text similar_to"). This set of pairs will be used by the next step for assembling the final result.
As mentioned earlier, subquery q3 will be processed after subquery qi has been processed. A benefit of this order is that only image descriptions whose corresponding image ids are returned by qi need to be used to process q3. Note that there is no inverted file index for the descriptions of images. As a result, the similarities between the image descriptions returned by qi and the image description in the query have to be computed one by one. The evaluation of q3 produces a set of pairs (Images.image_id, similarity), where similarity > 0 is the similarity of the description of the image identified by the image id with the image description in the user query. Again, this set of pairs will be used by the next step for assembling the final result.
Result Assembling
As described above, the result of evaluating qi is a set of triplets (Webpages.url, Webpages.file_id, Images.image_id), the result of evaluating q2 is a set of pairs (Webpages.file_id, similarity), and the result of evaluating q3 is a set of pairs (Images. image_id, similarity). We now discuss how to generate the final result to the user query from these triplets and pairs. The result assembling is accomplished by the following algorithm: 1. Sort the triplet file based on the url field. Sort the two pair files based on the file_id and the image_id fields, respectively. 2. For each triplet, say (urli, w_idi, i_idi), do • Use w_idi to find a pair in (Webpages.file_id, similarity) such that w_idj = Webpages.file_id. Note that at most one such pair can be found as file id is unique for web pages. It is possible that no such pair can be found. This corresponds to the case where the web page with the file id has a similarity of zero with the text query in q 2 . In this case, discard the triplet and continue with the next triplet. With loss of generality, suppose there is one matching pair and it is (w_idi, simn).
• Use i_idi to find a pair in (Images.image_id, similarity) such that i_id] = Images.image_id. Again, at most one such pair can be found. If no such pair is found, discard the triplet and continue with the next triplet. Again, suppose there is one matching pair and it is (i_idi, simi 2 ).
• Let simi = min{simn, sim^}. Note that simi is the combined similarity of the web page based on the image identified by i_idi. Return pair (urli, simi). 3. If a url appears in several returned pairs (url, sim), keep the pair with the largest sim and discard other pairs for the url. Note that several pairs with the same url may be returned from step 2 if the corresponding web page contains multiple images that satisfy the relevant conditions in the query. 4. Display the remaining urls in descending sim values.
We illustrate the result assembling algorithm using the following example. Based on the design principles described in the previous sections, an operational search engine supporting WebSSQL has been implemented: http://panda.cs.binghamton.edu/~zhangcq/se.html A Sybase relational database system is used to store the three tables Webpages, Images, and ChildURLs. The Web interface of this search engine is shown in Figure 1 . 
The Information Redundancy Removal Scheme
The architectural configuration of the methodology presented here is shown in Figure 2 The original documents retrieved by the search engine are stored into the user s workstation [23] , where the Information Redundancy Removal (ERR) software scheme processes the input pieces of text and image information to create the new document. 
Removal of Redundant Information
In this section we present the removal of information redundancies and the synthesis of pieces of information used in this report. In particular, the information retrieved from different resources will be stored temporarily in the user's workstation. This information is composed by text images and data. Each piece (text, image, data) of this information is stored into a different memory space in order to be efficiently and independently processed. The process used here includes two major parts:
(1) removal of the existing redundancies in text and images (2) first stage document synthesis
Text Redundancy Removal
With redundancy in text we mean the duplication of certain large parts of a text paragraph, or the duplication of an entire paragraph In this case, all the text pieces are organized into paragraphs (P), sentences (S) without loosing their referenced pointers to other items (images data) Then, each sentence, or paragraph is analyzed and compared with the other sentences and paragraphs from different documents in order for a possible redundancy to be discovered.
Discovery oftext redundancy
Each text paragraph will be analyzed by the IRR methodology and important statistical features (f) will be extracted. These features are: If two paragraphs PI and P2 have the same features described above, then PI and P2 are considered as similar with a probability p(f) of removal. This means that one of these two paragraphs has to be removed as redundancy under the condition that both have the same reference pointers (or ids) to other items, such as images, data, or tables. If the pointers are different then a more detailed analysis takes place on the examined paragraphs and the removal operation is postponed until an analytical examination will take place at the corresponding images and data parts. In addition, if the paragraphs have been placed in a different order in a text-paragraph, two additional features (1 -the starting word of a new sentence (W2) and 2 -the length of each sentence (SL)) will be used for a more accurate matching of two paragraphs.
The algorithmic steps used of matching two text-paragraphs are described in Figure 3 . "We are thrilled that we have received this wonderful gift from the Decker Foundation, " said Mary Collins, dean of the Decker School. "The gift puts us well on the way to providing us with the resources that reflect the quality educational programs we provide and will allow us to meet the learning needs of students well into the next century".
The Class of 2002 continues to reflect the diversity of the state. Students of Asian background comprise 18.2 percent of the class, followed by Hispanic/Latino and African-American at 6.5 percent each and Native American at .1 percent. There are 3 6 international students enrolled as entering freshmen.
Binghamton
University is again among the elite Top 25 public universities in the nation according to U.S. News and World Report. The magazine's 12th annual "America's Best Colleges" issue and guidebook lists Binghamton 21st in its list of top public universities.
Five teams will be in action at home for the NCAA Division II kick-off celebration. Activities begin at 10 a.m. with women's volleyball vs. UMass Lowell inside the West Gym, and youth clinics in baseball, tennis and soccer on the fields and courts near the West Gym. 
Image Redundancy Removal
With redundancy in images we mean the occurrence of the same image more than twice, with the same or different resolution, size and/or color.
Discovery of image redundancy
Each image will be analyzed and a number of statistical characteristics (c) will be extracted from it. These characteristics are: If two images II and 12 have the same features described above, then II and 12 are considered similar or same with a probability p'(f) of removal. In this case one of these two images will be removed under the condition that both have the same pointers (or ids) to other forms, such as text, and/or data. If the pointers are different then a more detailed analysis takes place on the examined images and the removal operation is postponed until an analytical examination will take place at the corresponding text and data parts. For ambiguous cases, an image understanding process will be used to make clear the final decision of removing or not one of the examined images. Figure 4 illustrates graphically the generation of the weighted graph of an image [24] . This means that the comparison of two images is mainly based on the comparison of their features and especially their regions weighted graphs, which carry all the information needed for each region. The IRR scheme performs image processing-analysis on the three images, extracts the regions features, generates their weighted graphs and compares them for defining their similarities:
The results from the IRR scheme show that these three images are actually the same with minor differences. Thus, the selection of one of them is sufficient to represent the others in the new synthetic document.
Information Synthesis
The synthesis of text and image information takes place after the removal of redundancies from both text and image parts. The synthesis process combines text paragraphs and their associated images and will generate a new kind of document by reassigned numbers in paragraphs and images. This information will be compared with the "caption" of a particular image. In case of a match the image will be placed after the examined paragraph and an appropriate number will be given to it. In addition, all the numbers related with captions will be reassigned. Note that the synthetic document produced by the IRR scheme carries all the information needed to reconstruct any of the original documents , if necessary.
Example: The synthetic document produced by the IRR scheme applied on the five documents mentioned above: "We are thrilled that we have received this wonderful gift from the Decker Foundation," said Mary Collins, dean of the Decker School. "The gift puts us well on the way to providing us with the resources that reflect the quality educational programs we provide and will allow us to meet the learning needs of students well into the next century". 
Conclusions and Discussions
In this report, a new type of search engine for multimedia web pages has been presented . The most novel aspect of this search engine is its query language WebSSQL. Due to the similarity-based feature, WebSSQL retains the ability to rank retrieval results of regular search engines while at the same time supporting the specification of more precise queries using additional information collected in advance. Allowing users to express their search needs more precisely can significantly improve the retrieval effectiveness of search engines.
As an on-going project, the proposed search engine can be improved in many directions. For example, a more general yet more rigorous syntax for WebSSQL is needed so that the formal query semantics of WebSSQL can be provided. As another example, manual indexing of images in the current implementation is not practical. We are working on incorporating into the search engine a program that can obtain image color histograms automatically. In addition, we are exploring automatic methods to generate text representations for images. This is possible because the images we consider are not isolated images but images that appear in web pages in HTML syntax. Associating text descriptions of images through referencing anchors and other means is widely used. We would like to find ways to extract these text descriptions for image representation.
A methodology that removes redundant information in received documents has also been presented. More specifically, the development of text and image redundancy detection and removal methods for removing duplicate information due to the retrieval process, and a document synthesis mechanism to integrate the remaining information and generate a new "integrated document" were described. The new document carries information able to reconstruct any of the original documents used for its creation. Results from the first stage text-paragraphs reduction and illustration of the image reduction approach were also provided. Note that from the illustrative example presented in this report, the information reduction ratio was 1.67 (original = 8998 characters, synthetic = 5386 characters). In addition, the three original pictures contained in the original documents (a.doc, b.doc, c.doc) were reduced into one in the new synthetic document. This implies that an additional information reduction took place by making the overall removal of redundant information more effective. Extensions to this methodology are the use of natural language and image understanding to filter and edit the synthetic document by creating a human like new document. This is a real advantage in the document processing field, where new documents will be automatically generated from a sizable set of original ones.
In summary, the advantages of this first version of the software prototype are: 1. The removal of redundant information from similar text-documents. 
